The Code 3® 2100 Lightbar is an incredibly bright signal in a sleek, compact package. Featuring powerful LED emergency lighting wrapped in a low profile lightbar—just 53mm high.

**Design Features**

- Optix, LED X, and LC-LED modules generate bright, powerful signals with rich, true colours
- Sleek design results in less drag and better fuel efficiency
- Solid-state LEDs draw only 0.5 amp per module, minimizing energy consumption and heat generation
- Clear lenses and the absence of colour in the unlit lightbar make it inconspicuous until illuminated
- Easy to install LIT3 mounting platform
- Powered through a standard 12 Volt input. All voltage management handled through the integrated light engine and optics of the Optix, LED X and LC-LED modules
- 5 year warranty on LED modules
- Optional build-your-own base models
- Optional LED or halogen ArrowStik®
- Optional lighted LIT3 mounting kit (LED and/or 55W halogen)

**Specifications**

- 915mm, 1,194mm, 1,474mm, 1,753mm, 2,032mm and 2,312mm lengths
- 311.2mm W x 53.4mm H
- 12 Volt